
The Dream that at
Once Fills and Empties

How it Begins

In the dream, the eyes
green, blue

legions of the dead

they have come
to lift the weight

it is all there
open your hands

to say for one moment

remind you
the fixed eyes

mother, father
change into rain

The Sign

It is all there
to lift the weight

they have come
legions of the dead
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green, blue
in the dream, the eyes

change into rain
mother, father

the fixed eyes
to remind you

to say for one moment
open your hands
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From the produce section, I notice you in the check out line
as I finger McIntosh, Jonathans, the last sad cantaloupe
no one in their right mind would rescue. You say hello
after paying, we talk about mutual friends, church,
as if to build a reason for a man and a woman
to hold a conversation in a food co-op.

I sometimes say to new acquaintances, fundraising
is my Clark Kent job, my real life is writing poetry,
and gauge the future of our relationship on
their response. Today, I want to tell you,
your face could live in my hands a long time,
or I would rearrange my life for you.

You talk about your little boy, the single
parent support group. Every work I speak
tastes like cotton. Sometimes I want to risk
handing over an important piece of my heart
right away, reveal the wonderful, precarious ways
we travel the length of the world as we know it.

Instead, my defenses stay latched. We probably
won’t stumble across each other again for months.
After you bundle your bag to your chest and go,
I thumb grapefruit, heft a few in my hands.
They would look beautiful in my basket.
I am hungry for that pink that tenders with yellow.

The Length of the World As We Know It

The 6:30 alarm opens a day of possibility,
the morning run threading through sewer repair,

early traffic, the expensive, black-fenced
cemetery my grandmother is buried in.

Breakfast is plain yogurt and brown rice cereal.
The paper says maybe 100,000 dead in Bangladesh,

although the photo is of one man, five dead children.
A single grief. The man reaches toward the row of

children. I can’t tell which one is his, can’t see him
gathering the body a second later, holding it, dressing

his own child in the pure cloth of sorrow. Taking some
time off from work, I’m wearing my favorite oversized

sweatshirt, looking for a pen. This morning,
I don’t understand how I’m supposed to live.

Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto floods the living room,
I review pages of notes. How should my life be different?

What else can I do, but embrace this quilt
of normalcy, continue on quietly, just as I’ve planned?

The Front Page

“A grieving father reached out to caress his
dead child, lying among a row of corpses in
Chittagong, Bangladesh.”

—photo caption
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